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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper explores the problem of creative block in writing and art and aims to improve the efficiency and 

inspiration of brainstorming through AI-powered script and image generation [7]. We propose a solution 

that integrates artificial intelligence into a user-friendly app, capable of generating diverse scripts and 

images to inspire creativity. Our program leverages natural language processing and image synthesis 

algorithms to create original content from user prompts [8]. Challenges encountered included ensuring the 

coherence and originality of AI-generated scripts and optimizing the speed of content generation. By 

refining the algorithm and streamlining backend processing, we resolved these issues. Experimentation 

across different user groups highlighted the app’s versatility in supporting creativity for writers, artists, 
and casual users alike. Key results showed significant improvements in creative productivity and user 

satisfaction. Ultimately, our solution stands out for its ability to efficiently provide inspiration and simplify 

the creative process, making it a valuable tool for professionals and hobbyists alike. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Inspirations in writing and art are not only essential for writers and artists, but also people who 

want to quickly brainstorm detailed ideas from a single thought. Forming scripts and images by 
hand is both time-consuming and difficult without inspiration and resources [9]. As writers, 

rewriting a draft and trying to innovate new ideas is nothing new, but starting over can take even 

more time and resources as the efforts made before may feel wasted. Most schools also require 

students to practice creative writing, which can be difficult, especially for students who have 
reading or learning disabilities. It is important to acknowledge that it is not rare for students in the 

U.S. to have a hard time writing. About 10% to 30% of children find some difficulty with writing 

[1]. Providing a faster way for writers to brainstorm creative stories has been the main focus of 
many AI powered script generators like Squibler, where users are provided resources like AI-

assisted writing, image and video generation to brainstorm new ideas instantly with AI [2].  

 

Methodology A: The story generator from the 1960s aimed to produce complete narratives using 
an IBM computer. Despite its pioneering approach to scriptwriting, its significant shortcoming 

was the exclusion of visual elements, limiting its inspirational potential for users. Our project 

improves on this by integrating image generation with scripts to enhance creative brainstorming 
through a more engaging visual experience. 

http://airccse.org/cscp.html
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Methodology B: This image generator attempted to automate portrait and texture production with 
a focus on 3D portraits and animations [10]. However, it fell short in generating non-portrait 

images, limiting its versatility. Our project addresses this by covering a broader range of topics in 

image generation, making it accessible and useful to a wider audience, including 

nonprofessionals. 
 

Methodology C: The script generator used Honeyd to automate conversations across different 

computers. However, its precision issues and lack of visuals limited its appeal. Our project 
provides more accurate script generation aligned with user inputs while integrating visual 

elements to foster creativity and brainstorming. 

 
To promote the efficiency of writing and the variety of images, a script and image generator is 

created to craft and save the scripts and images. With an AI generator, creative ideas and details 

can be instantly crafted onto the screen with only a few key words. New drafts and prototypes 

can also be created efficiently and continuously based on the users’ needs. A script and image 
generator is often used in machine learning as well to improve its performance and the generation 

quality, which guarantees rapid improvements on revisions. Aside from script generation, image 

generation stands out for its rapid speed of creating a variety of images with different styles that 
can be used as visual content for placeholders, icons, and more. What used to take companies a 

lot of time, people, and resources, like realistic graphics, can be instantly generated by an image 

generator. It is also found that visualizing ideas is helpful for students who have difficulty writing 
[3], so having images that automatically generate along with the scripts based on a single prompt 

can be useful for them. 

 

Experiment A highlighted the crucial role of network speed in the virtual art gallery app, 
revealing that while upload and download times increase linearly with file size, network stability 

and data handling efficiency are pivotal, especially for larger files. This suggests the need for 

backend optimizations that ensure efficient data management and transfer, regardless of network 
conditions. 

 

Experiment B emphasized the importance of UI design for user engagement and satisfaction. The 

significant variability in task completion times and satisfaction ratings suggests that both the 
efficiency of the upload process and the intuitive design of the UI are essential for enhancing the 

user experience. 

 
Together, these experiments underline the importance of improving backend processes and UI 

designs to create a seamless experience for users. Enhancing these elements will be critical for 

optimizing user engagement and satisfaction within the virtual art gallery app, paving the way for 
targeted improvements in both network handling and user interface design. 

 

2. CHALLENGES 
 

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows. 

 

2.1. Writing Format 
 
A clear and readable format in writing is important, especially when it comes to generating 

scripts that come along with images, which can be messy and cause confusion for users if the 

format is not clean. However, the texts generated by AI can be difficult to read due to its 
compactness and the lack of spacing and paragraph breaks. The problem becomes complicated 

when the goal is to directly convert the paragraphs into a clear format and put them into the app, 
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but the program could take the entire script and organize them. So to solve the problem, we could 
feed the scripts to the app and have AI organize the scripts into python-readable format.  

 

2.2. API calls’ Time Limit 
 

Another challenge was coping with the API calls’ time limit in the mobile app. Generative AI can 

take over 2 minutes to generate a comprehensive script with images, but the app has a time limit 
for API calls to respond. So when it takes minutes to generate the script, the app stops taking the 

calls. To make sure that the generation time would not be affected by the time limit, the limit 

could be refuted. By using two separate API calls, the time limit could be disregarded. The first 

API call could be generated in the background, and the generated scripts can be stored on cloud 
storage and retrieved by the second API call later [11].  

 

2.3. User Experience 
 

User experience is another key component within the app. Because there are several buttons on 

the “Script” page, which appear after the user puts in their prompt in the “Home” page, users may 
be puzzled about what to do or think something is malfunctioning if the scripts do not appear yet 

on the next page. Causing this kind of confusion lowers the usability of the app and the users’ 

desire to use it. To resolve the problem, a note could be added to the “Home” page of the app that 
tells the user what to do if the scripts do not show up on the next page.   

 

3. SOLUTION 
 

To use the mobile app, the user first needs to register an account using an email and password. 
After logging in, the user can put in keywords to generate in the app. The script generation part is 

supported by a backend Python code, hosted on a Flask web app, that generates scripts using 

ChatGPT and relevant images using DreamStudio API. Then, the scripts and images are stored 
into firebase cloud storage when they have been successfully generated. If the user is satisfied 

and wants to keep the generated scripts and images so they can be accessed again later, they can 

choose to save them by clicking the “Save Script” button on the bottom of the “Script” page after 
the generation. The data can be viewed and accessed again in the “Saved Scripts'' page in the app 

by the user. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Overview of the solution 

 

One of the major components used in the app is the backend API. It is used as a Python code to 

utilize ChatGPT to generate scripts and DreamStudio to generate images. The backend API is 
hosted on an API built with Flask, which is used when the user puts in a prompt in the app. 
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Figure 2. Screenshot of code 1 

 

The Image generation code sets up the image generation API that sets limits for the images being 

generated; for example, the API sets limits to the number of images generated and the variations 
of the images by setting a set value for “cfg_scales” and “samples.”. Then, the API saves the 

images to firebase cloud storage when they have been successfully generated. The Chatgpt code 

provides the context for the user to put the prompt in with a limit for the length of the script [12]. 

It also includes other limits to the script. For example, setting the “temperature” to “1” sets a 
medium amount of creativity and variety of the scripts generated. Then, the script will be 

generated from the code. 

 
Another important component used to make the app is Flutterflow. Flutterflow uses an email 

authentication system to allow users to use the app by creating accounts with their emails in the 

“Sign-in” page [15]. If the user already has an account, they can simply log in from the “Log in” 
tab with the password they made when they first created their account. When the users log in to 

the app, in order to trigger the backend API calls–which play essential roles in the script and 

image generation process–the calls have to be set as actions to buttons on pages made in 

Flutterflow. Then, after putting in the key words, the user can generate the scripts and images 
successfully with a press of a button, which triggers the backend API calls. Flutterflow also gives 

users the option to save the scripts that they generated in the “Saved Scripts'' page in the app. So 

after retrieving the scripts, the user can choose to save them in an easily accessible area in their 
account. When they need to check the scripts again, they can navigate to the “Saved Scripts” 

page, where the saved scripts can be viewed again. 
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the APP paves 

 
The third major component is Firebase [14]. Firebase is a cloud development platform, and it 

uses Firestore Database to store user information like emails used to create accounts for 

authentication. This allows the users to login and use the app using the email and password they 
used when they first signed in. The Firestore Database also stores scripts saved by the users so 

they can easily access them again in the app. The scripts and images generated by users are stored 

in Cloud Storage in Firebase. To access the scripts and images that were saved, users simply have 

to go to the “Saved Scripts” page in the app. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Screenshot of firebase 
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4. EXPERIMENT 
 

4.1. Experiment 1 
 

Experiment A is to evaluate the effectiveness of the AI-powered script and image generator in 
improving the efficiency and creativity of script and image generation, as well as to assess user 

satisfaction and the technical reliability of the system. 

 
This experiment evaluates an AI-powered script and image generator with 10 participants, 

comparing it against traditional creative methods. Participants, including students with writing 

disabilities, professional writers, and casual users, will be divided into two groups. One group 

will use the AI tool, while the other employs manual methods to create scripts and images from 
given prompts. Efficiency, creativity, and user satisfaction will be measured through task 

completion times, content quality assessments, and post-task surveys. The aim is to determine the 

AI tool's effectiveness in enhancing creative output and user experience compared to 
conventional approaches. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Figure of experiment 1 

 

The data indicates that the AI tool group completed tasks faster on average than the traditional 

method group, which is as expected given the efficiency of AI. However, the highest and lowest 

ratings for content quality and user satisfaction span the entire scale, suggesting variability in 
how well the AI tool met different users' needs. This variability might be influenced by the 

individual expectations and familiarity with technology among participants. The most surprising 

aspect was the broad range of user satisfaction, which underscores the importance of customizing 
AI tools to better suit user preferences and enhancing the user interface to improve overall 

experience. The biggest effect on the results appears to be the group assignment (AI Tool vs. 

Traditional), influencing both efficiency and satisfaction levels. 
 

4.2. Experiment 2 
 
Experiment B is to assess the user satisfaction and usability of an AI-powered script and image 

generator, focusing on specific user interface elements and the tool’s ability to generate creative 

content. 

 
This experiment evaluates user satisfaction with an AI-powered script and image generator 

among 10 diverse participants, including students, writers, and designers. Participants will use the 

app to create content from provided prompts, interacting with various features. Satisfaction will 
be measured using a detailed questionnaire assessing ease of use, content effectiveness, interface 

aesthetics, and overall satisfaction, scored from 1 to 10. Immediate feedback and optional 

interviews will gather qualitative insights. The aim is to identify strengths and weaknesses in the 
app's functionality and interface, providing targeted recommendations for enhancing user 

satisfaction and tool usability. 
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Figure 6. Figure of experiment 2 

 

The user satisfaction data from the experiment with an AI-powered script and image generator 
shows uniformly high ratings across various metrics, with mean and median values around 8.0 

[13]. The scores ranged from 7 to 9 across all categories: Ease of Use, Effectiveness, Interface 

Aesthetics, and Overall Satisfaction. This indicates a consistently positive reception of the tool 

among participants, suggesting that it effectively meets user expectations in enhancing the 
creative process. The narrow score range highlights the tool's reliability and suitability across 

different user types, including students, writers, and designers. The highest impact on satisfaction 

appears to be linked to its effectiveness and user-friendly interface. These results underline the 
tool's ability to provide a beneficial and appealing user experience, making it a valuable aid for 

creative tasks. The experiment underscores the success of the tool in integrating technology with 

creativity, catering effectively to a diverse user base.  

 

5. RELATED WORK 
 

A story generator from the 1960s tries to tackle a similar problem of scriptwriting [4]. The story 

generator can produce complete stories with an IBM computer that uses narrative elements and 
orders. The generator is effective especially at the time it was developed as it is the first known 

generator to produce complete stories. It is limited, however, to only words, including dialogues, 

and ignores the importance of visual elements as inspiration to users.This project uses image 

generation along with the scripts to give the user a better visual experience that provokes more 
creativity. 

 

Another image generator attempts to solve the same issue of the difficulty of manual image 
production using codes that are given to separate branches to generate portraits and textures [5]. 

The generator is effective in developing a variety of portraits with unique poses and facial 

animations. It can also generate 3D portraits, but it falls short when generating other images aside 
from portraits. The utility of the generator is essential, but having less variance in usage ignores 

the importance of usefulness to all users in general because more professionals are likely to use 

this generator. Our project covers more topics regarding image generation and can be more useful 

for people who may be nonprofessionals. 
 

A generator tool for script generation targets a similar issue of scriptwriting [6]. The script 

generator can automatically generate conversations using Honeyd, a tool that can assess services 
on one computer fed by multiple machines. The solution is effective in creating viable 

conversations, but the results may not always be precise, ignoring the importance of precision in 

tools used for clients. This project uses codes that generate scripts that accurately correspond to 
the users’ inputs. The program can also generate images along with the scripts, which adds more 

room for brainstorming and creativity for users, which exposes another limitation, lack of visuals, 

of the source that tackles a similar problem. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Some limitations to this project include the inconsistency of generating scripts and images 

straight away when the user puts in a new prompt. Users may have to click “Refresh” on the 

script page sometimes in order to see the generation. This is a limitation within FlutterFlow, and 

a native app development code like Flutter may be used to fix the issue. Another limitation is the 
deficiency of creativity of the scripts. Although the generation results are consistent, there is less 

variety because of the random seed that is assigned, so users may find it difficult to generate 

different scripts using the same prompt. So to obtain different results, they may have to put in a 
different prompt. One solution to this could be letting the user decide the random seed. By letting 

the users decide how random they want their scripts to be, the creativity and consistency of the 

scripts can be controlled. Users can choose to increase the creativity of the scripts without losing 

too much of the consistency this way. This also gives them a more custom experience when 
generating the scripts.  

 

In conclusion, the program generates consistent scripts and images with a prompt set by the user. 
Users are able to save and view their generations within their account whenever they need. 

Although there are still limitations and things to be improved in the app, users are able to access 

basic functions and see fun visuals and animations throughout the program. 
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